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CONCLUSIONS:
1. The structural steel is in good condition overall. General surface rusting is covering most
of the exterior surfaces. There is minimal steel loss with most of it found on the anchor
bolts and riser rivets at ground level.
2. The exterior coating is an alkyd system that is in very poor condition overall with
extensive failures on the legs, riser, bowl, sidewall, and roof.
3. One exterior coating sample was taken and analyzed for heavy metal content. Test
results indicated the exterior is a lead and chrome bearing coating.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Structural condition is good considering the age of the tank. It would be possible to
repaint the tank
2. For aesthetic purposes only abrasive blast clean the exterior to a commercial (SSPC-SP6)
condition inside a dust tight flexible frame containment system, and recoat with a
polyurethane coating system. The estimated cost is $100,000 plus $80,000 for
containment. This cost does not include site improvements needed to install the
containment system.
3. Remove soil on the foundations to expose the top 3 inches of the foundations for
inspection. If needed repair the cracks and spalls in the riser and leg foundations. The
estimated cost is $20,000.
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COST SUMMARY:
Exterior Repaint w/ Containment $180,000
Foundation Repair
20,000
Subtotal
$200,000
Engineering and Contingencies
$30,000
Total
$230,000
Notes: An alternative would to leave the tank as is and perform an inspection every few years to
check structural integrity. The second alternative would be to demolish the tank with an
estimated cost of $75,000.
Installation of a containment system will require removal of adjacent buildings within 10
feet of the tank legs or use of the roofs of the buildings as containment system anchors.
This cost cannot be estimated without knowing if the buildings can be demolished or if
the roofs are structurally sound to use as containment anchors.

INSPECTION:
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On July 10, 2017 Dixon Engineering Inc. performed a preliminary maintenance
inspection on the 50,000 gallon cone roof elevated water storage tank owned by
Valparaiso Redevelopment Commission. Purposes of the inspection were to evaluate the
exterior coating’s performance and life expectancy; assess the condition of metal surfaces
and appurtenances; review safety and health aspects; and make budgetary
recommendations for continued maintenance of the tank. All recommendations with
budgeting estimates for repairs are incorporated in this report. The inspection was
performed by Andy Schrauben, Assistant Project Manager. The inspector was assisted
by Kyle Lay and Larry Houck, Staff Technicians. Scheduling and arrangements for the
inspection were completed through Stu Summers. Only the exterior surfaces were
inspected during the inspection. The tank is permanently removed from service, so
interior inspection is not required.
TANK INFORMATION:
The tank was built in 1932 by McClintic & Marshall with an estimated height to low
water line of 100 feet. The tank is riveted construction. The coating history for the
exterior is unavailable. Coating samples show that the exterior coating is an alkyd system
with a lead based primer.
CONDITIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
EXTERIOR METAL CONDITIONS:
The exterior steel structure is in good condition overall and appears structurally sound.
Steel thickness readings were taken on the legs, riser, and sidewall. All readings were
above the minimal thickness for construction of 0.250 inches except one reading on the
bottom of the riser. The riser is not a critical structural element for the tank.
Some steel loss was found at ground level on the riser rivets and leg column anchor bolts.
The riser rivets have 50% steel loss and the anchor bolts have 25% steel loss. Coating of
the tank would remove all rust and corrosion while protecting the tank from further steel
loss.
EXTERIOR METAL RECOMMENDATIONS
At this time no metal repairs are required, coating of the exterior will protect exposed
metal and prevent further corrosion.
EXTERIOR COATING CONDITIONS:
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A coating sample was taken and sent to Tnemec Paint Company for lab analysis. Lab
results indicate that the exterior coating is alkyd system. The coating is in very poor
condition overall. There are extensive coating failures and general surface rusting
covering 75% of the exterior surfaces.
The coating was tested at 4.7 percent (47,000 ppm) lead by weight and 1.1 percent
(11,000 ppm) chromium by weight. Special considerations will be needed during
maintenance to avoid contamination of workers, and prevent generation of a hazardous
waste.
EXTERIOR COATING RECOMMENDATIONS:
Repaint for aesthetic purposes only.
Remove the existing coating by dry abrasive blast cleaning the steel to a commercial
(SSPC-SP6) condition and apply a polyurethane system. All blast work would be
performed inside a dust tight containment system using negative air pressure. Total
removal is recommended because the coating failures are extensive and it is not practical
to attempt to spot repair all failed areas.
Since the existing coating is a heavy metal based coating, during abrasive blast cleaning
procedures the waste generated may be considered hazardous waste, and groundwater
leachable. In addition, the airborne particulate of spent abrasive and heavy metal bearing
coating may be considered a threat to public health, not only to workers, but also to
pedestrians, residences, and business owners in the immediate vicinity. Special
provisions in project specifications will be necessary to address hazardous waste, worker
safety, and environmental concerns.
The coating system would consist of a full prime coat on the bare metal, a full coat of
epoxy, and followed by two full coats of polyurethane. The polyurethane system offers
excellent abrasion resistance with high gloss and sheen retention. The expected life of
this system is fifteen years. The system can be recoated again in fifteen years, and a
second time approximately fifteen years after the first recoating, extending the total life
of the coating to approximately forty five years before total removal would be necessary.
The tank would be removed from service during the coating project. This is necessary to
reduce condensation on the tank’s surface. Polyurethane coatings have a minimum
temperature requirement for application and are sensitive to moisture during the curing
process. If moisture is present during the curing process, the appearance will become
cloudy with little or no gloss. The estimated cost to abrasive blast clean and recoat with
an epoxy polyurethane system is $100,000 plus $80,000 for containment.
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These estimates are hopefully high, but old riveted tanks on tight sites are not popular
with painting contractors and it could take multiple bid attempts before a reasonable price
is obtained.
SITE CONDITIONS:
The size of the tank site is small and is fenced. The tank is part of an industrial
development and there is limited space within the fenced area.
Power lines are located close to the tank and would interfere with a containment system.
SITE RECOMMENDATIONS:
The adjacent parking lot will need to be used by contractor for staging of equipment.
Remove or relocate the power lines underground, the power lines would interfere with
containment needed for exterior work.
Remove buildings within 10 feet of the tank or evaluate their roofs for use as containment
system anchors.
FOUNDATION CONDITIONS:
The leg and riser foundations are mostly buried with a small amount of the leg
foundations visible at the anchor bolts. The exposed concrete foundations are in fair
condition and showed moderate deterioration with some cracking and spalls.
FOUNDATION RECOMMENDATIONS:
Remove the soil from the top of the foundation to expose the top 3 inches. Inspection will
need to be performed to determine the extent of repairs that will be required.
If repairs are needed on the concrete foundation because of spalls or cracks. Remove all
loose and spalled concrete back to sound material by chipping, abrasive blast cleaning, or
high pressure washing. Replace the damaged concrete with a cementitious patching
system. Repair the cracks in the foundation by routing and filling with a patching mortar.
The estimated cost cannot be determined until the foundations are exposed and inspected.
A rough estimate of $20,000 should be used for budgeting purposes.
Pressure wash and coat the exposed concrete with an epoxy coating system to help
prevent further deterioration. The cost would be incidental to exterior coating.
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BALCONY CONDITIONS:
The exterior balcony is a walkway that surrounds the sidewall that is in good condition.
The balcony is 24 inches wide with a 36 inch high handrail. The handrail consists of
vertical posts with cross bucks and a kick plate at the balcony floor. The balcony and
railing do not conform to current OSHA requirements.
BALCONY RECOMMENDATIONS:
Disclaimer:
Unless we feel balconies are unsafe, it is our opinion that if the balconies were built to
code at the time of construction including the railing height and style, they do not require
replacement. Codes can change regularly making compliance expensive and impractical.
It is, however, our responsibility to inform you of this possible deficiency.
ROOF HANDRAIL AND PAINTER’S RAILS:
The tank has no roof handrail or painter’s rigging rail.
AVIATION LIGHTS AND ELECTRICAL CONDITIONS:
There are no antenna installed on the exterior of the tank.
There is a double red aviation light on the roof. It is unknown if the light is functioning.
SWAY ROD CONDITIONS:
The tank has sway rods and struts that connect between legs. The rods are intended to
keep the legs in alignment. The sway rods and struts are in good condition.
The coating on the sway rods and struts is in poor condition with numerous coating
failures. Surface rust is present at the rods and turnbuckles, and on the topside of the
struts.
The tank has riser tie rods that extend from the leg columns to the riser with fixed lug
connection. The rods help keep the legs and riser in alignment. The riser tie rods are in
good condition.
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OVERFLOW PIPE CONDITIONS:
The tank has a 4 inch diameter overflow pipe that exits the upper sidewall and stubs just a
few inches out. The pipe is in fair condition with surface rusting. The discharge end of
the overflow pipe is not screened.
HATCH AND MANWAY CONDITIONS:
There is a 22 inch square flip top roof hatch to the wet interior. The hatch was not opened
during the inspection.
There is a 12 x 18 inch elliptical manway in the riser. The hatch was not opened during
the inspection.
VENT CONDITIONS:
The tank has a solid finial spike at the top. There are no openings to allow birds into the
tank but there also is no venting at the top of the roof, venting is through the gap between
the sidewall and roof. The gap is covered by the roof overhang and is not screened. As
the tank is no longer in use, venting is not an important consideration.
LADDER CONDITIONS:
The tank has an exterior leg ladder that starts approximately 10 feet above ground level,
extends up to the balcony, and continues to the top of the sidewall. The leg ladder has a
cable type fall prevention device that is in poor condition.
The tank has a revolving roof ladder and is equipped with a cable type fall prevention that
did not function properly. The revolving roof ladder attaches around the finial spike in
the center of the roof, the connection point was not inspected.
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DIXON ENGINEERING, INC.
STEEL TANK FIELD INSPECTION REPORT
LEGGED TANK
DATE: July 10, 2017
OWNER: Valparaiso Redevelopment Commission
CLIENT CODE: 14-64-01-06
LOCATION: Street: 359 W. Brown St.
City: Valparaiso
State: Indiana
TANK SIZE: Capacity: 50,000 gallons
Tank Diameter: 18 feet
Height to bottom (LWL): 100 feet (estimated)
Head range: 20 feet (estimated)
CONSTRUCTION: Riveted
Type: Cone Roof
DATE CONSTRUCTED: 1932
MANUFACTURER: McClintic & Marshall
COATING
HISTORY
DATE LAST
COATED
CONTRACTOR
COATING
SYSTEM

EXTERIOR

WET
INTERIOR

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Alkyd

Unknown

HEAVY METAL
COATING SAMPLES

Yes

No

HEAVY METAL
BEARING

Yes 4.7% lead
1.1% chrome

Unknown

PERSONNEL: Inspector Andy Schrauben, Top person Kyle Lay,
Ground person Larry Houck
TYPE OF INSPECTION: Preliminary Maintenance
METHOD OF INSPECTION: Exterior structural
DATE LAST INSPECTED: Unknown
SITE CONDITIONS
Fenced: Yes
Site large enough for contractor’s equipment: No
Control building: No
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Antenna control site: No
Neighborhood: Commercial
Power lines within 50 feet: Yes
Are power lines attached to the structure: No
Would power lines interfere with containment: Yes
Site drainage: Toward tank
Indications of underground leakage: No
Shrub, tree, etc. encroachment: Yes
Rubbing on the Tank: Yes
Interference with future containment: Yes
EXPOSED PIPING:
Location: Tank base (below tank)
Condition of structure: Good
Structure is: Wet
Pump present: No
Cover condition: Good
Locked: No
Altitude valve: No
Pipe coating condition: Poor
Piping comments: No coating remains
FOUNDATION
Riser:
Foundation exposed: No
Riser foundation comments: Steel thickness 0.242-0.281
Legs:
Foundations exposed: Northwest, northeast, southeast legs encased in
concrete 11 x 16 ½ inches and 15 feet high; southwest leg foundation
not exposed
Damage or deterioration: No
Foundation coated: No
Type of baseplate gap filler: None
Undermining of foundation: No
EXTERIOR COATING
Legs:
Number: 4
Type: I-beam
Dimensions: 9¾ x 6 inches
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EXTERIOR COATING
Topcoat condition: Poor
Previous coat condition: Poor
Describe coating: Fading, delaminating, spot coating failures to
substrate, rust undercutting, erosion, rust bleedthrough, and
micro-cracking
Dry film thickness: 9-10 mils
Coating adhesion: Not taken
Metal condition: Good
Riser:
Type: Wet
Diameter: 36 inches
Topcoat condition: Poor
Previous coat condition: Poor
Metal condition: Good
Bottom shell steel thickness: 0.242 inches
Riser comments: No coating remaining
Bowl:
Topcoat condition: Poor
Previous coat/system condition: Poor
Describe coating: Fading, delaminating, spot coating failures to
substrate, rust undercutting, erosion, rust bleedthrough, and
micro-cracking
Mildew growth: Yes
Metal condition: Good
Sidewall:
Lettering: No
Logo: No
Topcoat condition: Poor
Previous coat condition: Poor
Describe coating: Coating is gone
Metal condition: Good
Sidewall comments: Sidewall thickness - plate 1= 0.30 inch, plate
2=0.205, and balcony floor= 0.325; sidewall height is 11 feet 7 inches;
legs are 39 inches above balcony floor
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EXTERIOR COATING
Roof:
Topcoat condition: Poor
Previous coat condition: Poor
Roof comments: No coating remains
EXTERIOR APPURTENANCES
Anchor bolts:
N/A
Overflow pipe:
Diameter: 4 inches
Coating condition: Poor
Metal condition: Fair
Condition of screen: None present
Flap gate: No
Overflow comments: Stubs out top of sidewall 10 feet 6 inches above
balcony floor
Leg ladder:
Height to start of ladder: 10 feet
Toe clearance: Less than 7 inches
Width of rungs: 12 inches
Thickness of rungs: ¾ inch
Shape of rungs: Round
Coating condition: Poor
Metal condition: Good
Fall prevention device: Yes
Type: Cable
Function Properly: No
Cage: No
Vandal guard: No
Step off platform: No
Struts and rods:
Number of bays: 5
Sway rod coating condition: Poor
Metal condition: Good
Loose Rods: No
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EXTERIOR APPURTENANCES
Strut coating condition: Poor
Metal condition: Good
Riser tie rod coating condition: Poor
Comments: Sway rod size ⅞ x ⅞ inch tube; 2nd strut 2 x 6 inch channel;
3rd strut 1 ½ x 5 inch channel; 4th strut 1 ½ x 5 inch channel
Bowl rigging couplings:
N/A
Balcony:
Balcony width: 24 inches
Railing height: 36 inches
Mid-rail style: Cross bucks
Kickplate height: 3⅝ inches
Top Rail Type: Angle
Size: 3.5 x 3.5 x ¼ inches
Cross bush Diagonal Type: Angle
Size: 1.5 x 2 x 3/16 inches
Opening for access: No
Missing any bolts or rivets: No
Penetrations reinforced: Yes
Coating condition: Poor
Describe coating: No coating remains
Metal condition: Good
Evidence of water pooling: No
Antennas:
N/A
Sidewall ladder:
Sidewall ladder comments: Continuation of leg ladder
Step-off platform:
N/A
Roof ladder:
Design: Revolving
Coating condition: Poor
Metal condition: Good
Toe clearance: Less than 7 inches
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EXTERIOR APPURTENANCES
Width of rungs: 16 inches
Thickness of rungs: ¾ inch
Shape of rungs: Round
Fall prevention device: Yes
Type: Cable
Function Properly: No
Cage: No
Roof handrail:
N/A
Painter’s rail:
N/A
Roof rigging couplings:
N/A
Removable cathodic caps:
N/A
Wet Interior Roof Hatch:
Neck size: 22 x 22 inches
Distance from center of the tank (to outer edge): 10 feet
Shape: Square
Handhold at opening: No
Hatch security: Pin
Outside coating condition: Poor
Inside coating condition: Poor
Metal condition: Good
Roof vent:
Number: 1
Type: Flow-through
Coating condition: Poor
Metal condition: Good
Screen condition: Unknown
Aviation lights:
Design: Double red
Functioning: Unknown
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EXTERIOR APPURTENANCES
Globe condition: Good
Electrical:
Electrical comments: Light fixtures on balcony railing in all 4
quadrants
Field Inspection Report is prepared from the contractor’s viewpoint. It contains information the contractor
needs to prepare his bid for any repair or recoating. The engineer uses it to prepare the engineering report. Cost
estimates are more accurate if the contractor’s problems can be anticipated. While prepared from the
contractor’s viewpoint, the only intended beneficiary is the owner. These reports are completed with diligence,
but the accuracy is not guaranteed. The contractor is still advised to visit the site.
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50,000 gallon cone roof tank owned by the
Valparaiso Redevelopment Commission.

1) The exterior coating is in very
poor condition.

2) Same.

3) Vines are growing on the legs.

4) Extensive coating
deterioration on the leg columns.

5) Site is very tight and lacks
room for the containment system
and equipment staging.

6) Same.

7) Most of the riser is covered
with surface rust.

8) Same.

9) Same.

10) Riser foundation is buried.

11) Leg foundations are buried.

12) Some steel loss on the leg
anchor bolts.

13) Sway rods with no coating
remaining. Connections to the
legs are in good condition.

14) Same.

15) Surface rusting on the sway
rods.

16) Strut and sway rod
connection points to the legs are
in good condition.

17) Same.

18) Same.

19) Coating on the struts is in
poor condition with surface
rusting.

20) Same.

21) Same.

22) Bowl with extensive coating
failures.

23) Same.

24) Same.

25) No coating remaining on the
balcony, covered with surface
rust.

26) Same.

27) Same.

28) The sidewall coating is in
poor condition with surface
rusting and graffiti.

29) Same.

30) Same.

31) Roof covered with general
surface rust.

32) Same.

33) Ladder extends to the center
vent.

34) Manway in the bottom of the
riser.

35) Sidewall ladder with cable
fall prevention device that could
not be used.

36) Roof ladder and hatch to the
wet interior.

